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SCHEME OF WORK

Expression and Emotion

Unit 1
Facial expression, body language and

exploring emotion 
Children will record their happy and sad

emotions

Preparing for Performance

Unit 6

Choose and class sotry - teacher explores;
monotone, vocal expression. Introduce facial

expressions, which the class can develop
and use alongside the story. 

Portray these expressions into a song. 
Sing a class song with incorporates emotion

Song vs Dance

Unit 3

Add dance moves and actions to go
alongside the chosen song. Incorporating

our expressions 
To Create an expressional dance to

accompany the chosen song

Role Play

Unit 4

To experiment through role play a variety of
scenarios; starting with basic moods and

feelings 
Create an emotional role play in pairs

Fairytales

Unit 5

Bring fairytales to life through drama and
music. 

Examine the tales and delve into the
characters as a calss. 

Rehearse the song which accompanies the
story. 

Recreate sections of our fairytale and song
as a class

Rehearse a new song and dance as a
class. Introduce a narrator to introduce the

performance. 
Create an introduce an end of term

performance

Story-Time

Unit 2
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Expressions and Emotions

Unit 1
Facial expression, Body language and
exploring emotion. Understand 5 main

emotions and create expressions related to
them; happy, sadness, anger, surprise, fear 

Record our 5 emotions and your expressions
Preparing for performance

Unit 6

Choose a class story. To understand the
story line and accompanying song.

Rehearse to know ithout reading the lyrics
and incorporate facial emotion. 

Sing a class song which incorporates
emotion

Song vs Dance

Unit 3
Add dance moves and actions to go

alongside a song. Incorporate expressions.  
To create an expressional dance to

accompany the chosen song.

Role Play

Unit 4

To experiment through role play a variety
of scenarios; starting with basic moods

and feelings. 
Based on different feelings, what type of
tempo and song would be most suitable? 

Create an emotional role play in pairs
and decide which song would be most

suitable

Fairytales

Unit 5
Bring fairytales to life through drama and

music. 
Examine the tales and delve into the

characters as a class. 
Rehearse the song with goes alongside the

fairytale. 
Recreate sections of the fairytale and the

song as a group

Story-Time

Unit 2
Rehearse a new song and dance as a class.
Introduce a narrator who can introduce the

performance. 
Create and introduce an enf of term

production
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Expression and Emotion

Unit 1

Preparing for Performance

Unit 6

Read through selected songs as a class, to
understand the meanings behind the lyrics.
Once the meaning is understood, interpret

the meaning through acting. 
Perform the song through an acting

performance

Our Character with Voice

Unit 3
Examine famous characters in musicals, with

a variety of characteristics. 
Rehearse the variety of characters and then
select one. Using that one character, then
experiment using different voices, tones,

expressions to show your tone etc alters your
characters. 

Investigate how characteristics alter your
character

Imagination and staging

Unit 4
Investigating fantasy situations and discuss

the need to think about others in the
performance. 

Investigate how to incorporate 'extras' into
the performance and their impact. 
Create your own fantasy with main

characters and extras.

Pre-performance

Unit 5
Introduce the musical for the final

performance. 
To develop a sound understanding of the play

and key characters. 
Provisional rehearsal of song and dance. 

Auditions 
Basic understanding of all elements of the

musical. 
 

Acting the Song

Unit 2
Revisit the script, song and dance. To
rehearse in sections and then in full, to

complete the final performance. 
Final performance. 

 

Facial expression, Body language and
exploring emotion. Understand 5 main

emotions and create expressions related to
them; happy, sadness, anger, surprise, fear 

Record our 8 emotions and your expressions


